Abstract. In this paper the phonetic and speech corpus DIMEx100 for Mexican Spanish is presented. We discuss both the linguistic motivation and the computational tools employed for the design, collection and transcription of the corpus. The phonetic transcription methodology is based on recent empirical studies proposing a new basic set of allophones and phonological rules for the dialect of the central part of Mexico. These phonological rules have been implemented in a visualization tool that provides the expected phonetic representation of a text, and also a default temporal alignment between the spoken corpus and its phonetic representation. The tools are also used to compute the properties of the corpus and compare these figures with previous work.
Introduction
Despite recent progress in speech recognition, the availability of phonetic corpora for the creation of acoustic models in Spanish is still very limited 1 . The creation of this kind of resources is required for a variety of reasons: TTSs (text to speech systems) need to be targeted to specific linguistic communities, and acoustic models for the most common allophones of the dialect need to be considered in order to increase recognition rates. A linguistic and empirically motivated allophonic set is also important for the definition of pronunciation dictionaries. Mexican Spanish, for instance, is a language with 22 phones (17 consonants and 5 vowels), but our empirical work with the dialect of the center of the country has shown that there are 37 allophones (26 consonant sounds and 11 vowels and semi-consonants) that appear often enough in spoken language to be considered in transcriptions and phonetic dictionaries, and whose acoustic properties deserve the definition of an acoustic model for each unit in this set. Previous corpora for Mexican Spanish, like Tlatoa (Kirshning, 2001 ) and Gamboa (2002) have only considered the main phonemes of the language, and have conflicting criteria for the transcription of some consonants (e.g. y in ayer) and semi-consonant sounds (e.g. [j] and [w] ). Another consideration is that phonetic contexts depend on the dialect, and it is possible to define a set of phonological rules that predict the phonetic units that are likely to be pronounced by a speaker of the dialect in a given context. This information is useful not only for the TTS, but also for the definition of automatic tools that help the transcription process.
In this paper we present the design and collection process of the DIMEx100 corpus, including its linguistic and empirical motivation and the computational methodology and tools employed and developed for its transcription. We also present an assessment of the corpus properties in relation to previous work.
Corpus Design and Characteristics
For the collection process we considered the Web as a large enough, complete and balanced, linguistic resource, and selected the corpus phrases from this source; the result of this exercise was the Corpus230 (Villaseñor et al., 2004) consisting of 344,619 phrases with 235,891 lexical units, and about 15 million words. From this original resource we selected 15,000 phrases from 5 to 15 words; these phrases were ordered according to its perplexity value from lowest to highest; intuitively the perplexity is a measure of the number of linguistic units that can follow a reference unit in relation to the corpus: the lower the perplexity of a word, for instance, the less the number of different words that are likely to follow it in a sentence; the perplexity of a sentence can then be defined as a function of the perplexity of its constituent words; accordingly, sentences with a low perplexity are constituted by words with a high discriminating power or information content in relation to the corpus. For the final corpus we took the 7000 sentences with the lowest perplexity value. Phrases with foreign words and unusual abbreviations were edited out, and the set was also edited for facilitating the reading process and for enhancing the relationship between text and sound (e.g. acronyms and numbers were spelled out in full). Finally we arrived at a set of 5010 phrases; the corpus was recorded by 100 speakers, each recorded 50 individual phrases, in addition to 10 phrases that were recorded by all 100 speakers. With this we arrived to 6000 phrases: 5000 different phrases recorded one time and 10 phrases recorded 100 times each. The final resource is the DIMEx100 corpus. In order to measure the appropriateness of the corpus we controlled the characteristics of the speakers; we also measured the amount and distribution of samples for each phonetic unit, and verified that these were complete in relation to our allophonic set and balanced in relation to the language. These figures are presented below in this paper.
The corpus was recorded in a sound study at CCADET, UNAM, with a Single Diaphragm Studio Condenser Microphone Behringe B-1, a Sound Blaster Audigy Platimun ex (24 bit/96khz/100db SNR) using the Wave Labe program; the sampling format is mono at 16 bits, and the sampling rate is 44.1 khz.
Socio-linguistic Characteristics of the Speakers
Recording an oral corpus implies considering and designing minimal linguistic measurable aspects in order to be able to evaluate them afterwards. Following Perissinotto (1975) , the speakers were selected according to age (16 to 36 years old), educational level (with studies higher than secondary school) and place of origin (Mexico City). A random group of speakers at UNAM (researchers, students, teachers and workers) brought in a high percent of these kind of speakers: the average age was 23.82% years old; most of the speakers were undergraduate (87%) and the rest graduate and most of the speakers (82%) were born and lived in Mexico City. As we accepted everyone interested, 18 people from other places residing in Mexico City participated in the recordings. The corpus resulted gender balanced (49% males; 51% women). Although Mexican Spanish has several dialects (from the northern region, the Gulf Coast and Yucatan's Peninsula, to name only a few) Mexico City's dialect represents the variety spoken by most of the population in the country (Canfield, 1981; Lope Blanch, 1963 -1964 Perissinotto, 1975 ).
Linguistic Characteristics
From our empirical study (Cuétara, 2004 ) of the DIME Corpus (Villaseñor et al., 2000) , developed within the context of the DIME Project , a set of 37 allophones for Mexican Spanish that occur often enough and can be clearly distinguished was identified; this set is being used for the transcription process. This set is illustrated in Table 1 . The Mexbet phonetic alphabet Cuétara, 2004 ) is used for the representation of the phonetic units, but the table should be self explanatory given the articulation point for each allophone and the distinctive features in the left column.
In addition to this allophonic set we have identified the context in which all of these allophones occur. These contexts have been characterized through phonological rules; we present two instances for illustration: the rule for the bilabial voiced stop /b/ and the rule for the open vowel /a/. In table 2 "///_" stands for an initial context; "b_c" stands for the closure of the "b" allophone (which is considered as a unit in phonetic transcriptions), and "V" stands for the fricative realization of /b/. So, the unvoiced stop /b/ occurs in initial contexts, and after /m/ or /n/, and its fricative realization everywhere else. The vowel /a/, in turn, can be realized as a velar in front of other velar sounds and in front of /l/ in the coda of a syllable (e.g. alto); this is indicated by the "$" sign in "_{l}$". The palatal /a/, in turn, is realized in front of palatal sounds, and the central /a/ elsewhere. In general, the allophonic variation of Spanish can be modeled with phonological rules (Moreno and Mariño, 1998) , and the full set applicable to Mexican Spanish is presented in (Cuétara, 2004) . 
Computational Tools
In this section we present three computational tools that we have developed to assist human transcribers in the transcription process:
1. A set of transcription rules mapping textual representations (graphemes) to their corresponding phonological and phonetic representations (i.e. transcriptions). 2. An interactive visualization tool or "phonetizer" that translates a given text into its phonological and phonetic representation using these grapheme to phoneme and grapheme to allophone conversion rules.
3. A script that given a speech signal and its associated textual transcription produces the expected segmental representation with a default temporal alignment between the phonetic and allophonic units and its associated speech signal.
Textual to Phonetic Representations Translation Rules
For this translation, the textual representation is first divided into syllables. A syllabizer that follows the standard syllabic structure of Spanish has been implemented with standard regular expressions in Perl. The syllabic representation is then read left to right scanning the orthographic symbols one at the time in two stages: first, orthographic symbols are substituted by their corresponding phoneme representation; in Spanish, the mapping from graphemes to phonemes is not one to one: a given symbol can have no phonetic realization (e.g. h is never realized, or u in the context of g_e), and more than one (e.g. 
The Phonetizer
The grapheme to phoneme and allophonic representations were used to build a visualization tool, using Perl and tcl/Tk. With this interface the user can type the text, and the phonemic and allophonic transcriptions are displayed. The tool provides an initial expectation for the human transcriber in the temporal alignment process. It is also useful for didactical purposes and has been used to train human transcribers in the DIME-II Project, and has been received very positively by undergraduate students of phonetic courses at UNAM too. The phonetizer is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Fig. 1. Phonetic representations visualization tools

Default Transcription with Temporal Alignment
The transcription rules have also been used to construct a tool that given a speech signal and its orthographic transcription produces a default phonetic transcription temporally aligned with the speech data; mean temporal durations were computed for all allophones from the DIME Corpus, and this figures are continuously updated with the data produced by the human transcription of DIMEx100 itself. We are using the CSLU Tool Kit´s SpeechView 3 program for the human transcription, and the default temporal alignment is produced in the format for tags of this program (.phn). This tool facilitates greatly the phonetic transcription task: the human transcriber simple loads the speech and the tag´s files, and completes the transcription manually. An illustration of the SpeechView interface, with the speech data and the default tags is shown in Figure 2 . 
Corpus Statistics and Evaluation
The text to phonetic representation rules also allow us to evaluate whether the corpus is complete, large enough and balanced. For this we simply translate the text into its phonemic and allophonic representations, and compute the number and distribution of samples; as expected, the corpus includes all phonetics units, with a large enough number of samples for the training process. In particular, the less represented phonetic units are [n~] with 338 samples, [g] with 227 and [dZ] with 23; with the exception of this latter allophone, which can be subsumed with [Z] or complemented with supplementary sample words, the figures are satisfactory. Table 3 shows the expected distribution of the corpus according to rules for all 5010 different phrases; the actual figures for the spoken phrases (i.e. the speech corpus) will be reported when the human transcription is available. Also, the set of phonological rules for all allophones specifies all possible contexts in which these units can occur; the contexts in the right column of Table 2 for all the allophones abstract over all contexts of the form αβγ, where α and γ are the left and right allophones in relation to a reference allophone β.
As we have a significant number of instances of all allophones in the corpus, all the contexts specified in the phonological rules appear systematically, and we conclude that the corpus is complete 4 . This is consistent with the perplexity based method used for the corpus design, despite that this computation was performed at the level of the words. These figures can also be used to assess whether the corpus is balanced. In Table 4 we compare the distribution of DIMEx100 in relation to Quillis (1981), Llisterri and Mariño (1993) for peninsular Spanish and Pérez (2003) for Chilean Spanish. As can be seen in Table 4 our balancing procedure follows closely the figures of previous studies, taken into account the allophonic differences between the dialects, and we conclude that DIMEx100 is balanced. The correlation at the level of the phonemes between DIMEx100 and these three corpora is shown in Table 5 . 
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the DIMEx100 corpus for the creation of acoustic models for Mexican Spanish. The design methodology and corpus statistics have also been reported. We have considered the Web as a large enough, complete and balanced linguistic resource and a simple method for the corpus design, based on an entropy measure, was developed; this method was used with very satisfactory results as the resulting corpus is complete and balanced. The transcription, currently under development, is based on a set of allophones and phonological rules that were identified through an empirical investigation of the DIME Corpus. The set of phonetic units and phonological rules has also been used for the development of computational tools to support the transcription process. The main tools are "a phonetizer", that given a text returns its phonemic and allophonic transcription, and a script that given a speech signal and its orthographic transcription returns an allophonic transcription with a default temporal alignment; the first tool has also been used as a tutorial aid in phonetics and phonology, both for the members of the DIME-II Project, and also in formal phonetics courses in the school of Spanish linguistics at UNAM´s Facultad de Filosofía y Letras. The tools have also used to measure the expected number and distribution of phonetic units in the corpus, and we have been able to assess the corpus in relation to previous work, with very positive results.
